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it once described the least assured of its explorers as " a
Study in Brown ... a small, dark-complexioned man,
with brown eyes, wearing a brown extreme English-cut suit,
a tan shirt, brown and tan-striped hose, narrow brown
pointed oxfords, carrying a dark brown overcoat and
hat, and smoking a brown foreign cigarette." Can it be
wondered that this blaze of hosier's publicity left him a
little dazed ?
Yet the staring eye and rudely pointed finger of the
paragraphist conceal a human feeling. Sometimes, of
course, he is inadvertently ill-mannered, as when a dusty
traveller, just off a train, consents to see a caller and is
rewarded in the morning paper by a lament over his pitiable
declension from the sartorial standards expected (Heaven
alone knows why) of all British subjects. But the craving
for contacts, which racks the American mind, is a real thing,
a survival (possibly) of the age—even now not so distant—
when a strange face was an event in the little township and
the white tilt of an unfamiliar waggon stirred the farmer
(and his wife) to transports of curiosity. This eagerness is
the mark of an empty country; and to a European, sunk
in that complete indifference to new arrivals which marks an
overcrowded continent, the mood is just a little touching.
Less engaging, though equally widespread, is the distaste
for shorthand. For young gentlemen (and even younger
ladies) appear upon such missions, assume the easy chair,
make still easier conversation—and take no single note. If
a reply should strike their fancy they may (if you are lucky)
jot it down in the margin of the newspaper in their hands.
But that will be all: no sharpened pencil, no capacious
note-book, no mystic curves of Mr. Pitman. The practice, I
am well aware, has lofty sanction. For journalistic practice,
in a community that has given unusually deep thought to it,
discourages the shorthand interviewer. His pencil, it is
feared, might distract his recording eye; and lest its flight
across the page in hot pursuit of the stranger's opinions
should disturb the clear vision of his haberdashery, he rarely

